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Slowness-weighted diffraction stack for migrating wide-angle
seismic data in laterally varying media

Harm J. A. Van Avendonk∗

ABSTRACT

Wide-angle prestack depth migration is an important
tool for studying the nature of reflecting boundaries
in the earth’s crust. The slowness-weighted diffraction
stack (SWDS) method has been used to incorporate both
two-way traveltime constraints and slowness informa-
tion in the migration. For this purpose, traveltimes and
apparent slownesses of reflected arrivals must be calcu-
lated in the image space. Earlier applications of SWDS
required a 1D or gently varying seismic velocity struc-
ture to obtain these quantities by ray tracing in the im-
age space. I show that the apparent slownesses can also
be derived directly from one-way traveltime maps using
Fermat’s principle. The SDWS is applied to an existing
onshore–offshore wide-angle data set, and the example
shows that the method can be used to image detailed
reflectivity structure at great depths.

INTRODUCTION

In the exploration of the structure of the earth’s crust, wide-
angle seismic reflection–refraction data can provide very good
constraints on both seismic velocities and reflecting boundaries
in the subsurface. Prestack depth migration is often preferred
as a method to investigate the structure of reflecting boundaries
(Henstock et al., 1997; Henstock and Levander, 2000). This
technique has been applied to wide-angle data using finite-
difference methods (Chang and McMechan, 1989; Pilipenko
et al., 1999), Kirchhoff integrals (McMechan and Fuis, 1987;
Holbrook et al., 1992), and the slowness-weighted diffraction
stack (SWDS) (Milkereit, 1987b).

Milkereit (1987b) uses the instantaneous slowness in shot
gathers primarily to improve the S/N ratio, although the slow-
ness information also adds directivity to the diffraction stack
procedure. Besides satisfying the two-way traveltime condi-
tion, the SWDS compares the instantaneous slowness mea-
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sured in a shot or receiver gather with the slowness of ema-
nating or incoming waves in the model. The use of slowness
information in a prestack depth migration is implicit in other
techniques such as plane-wave migration (e.g., Temme, 1984;
Akbar et al., 1996), but the SWDS gives the user the opportu-
nity to evaluate separately the traveltime and slowness imag-
ing conditions (Tillmanns and Gebrande, 1999). By tuning the
window lengths, a local slant stack can be designed to pro-
duce a robust measure of instantaneous slowness in the data
(Milkereit, 1987a). The slowness constraints are subsequently
used in addition to the traveltime imaging condition to focus
seismic energy in the image space.

In this paper I present a method that generalizes the SWDS
to laterally varying media. This extension is not straightfor-
ward, because Milkereit (1987b) uses the ray parameter in 1D
kinematic ray-tracing equations as the preferred slowness in his
slant stack. Ray shooting can be a computationally expensive
method to calculate traveltime maps in laterally varying media.
Direct wavefront tracking methods (Vidale, 1990; Moser, 1991;
Qin, et al., 1992) are more efficient for calculating traveltimes,
but they do not provide the slowness of the incoming or down-
going wavefields. Tillmanns and Gebrande (1999) approach
the problem by applying straight-ray migrations (Simon et al.,
1996), which allows them to rapidly estimate isochrones and
take-off angles in the subsurface. The validity of the straight-
ray approximation depends on the amount of velocity hetero-
geneity in the model, but the effects on the sharpness of a
reflection image are potentially severe, particularly if the shal-
low subsurface is complicated (Peddy et al., 1986). Moreover,
in wide-angle studies the reflected waves travel over horizon-
tal distances substantially longer than the reflection depth, such
that small imperfections in the seismic velocity model or ap-
proximations in the ray-tracing theory can result in defocusing
the image.

I propose a method to calculate the slowness of reflected
raypaths directly from traveltime maps, with no compromises
made regarding the complexity of the seismic velocity model,
and I show the effects of slowness weighting on wide-angle
migration.
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TRAVELTIME AND APPARENT SLOWNESS

The traveltime condition for prestack depth migration can
be visualized by constructing a two-way traveltime map. First,
the one-way up- and downgoing traveltime fields must be
computed for all sources and receivers, whereby all turning
waves are eliminated. Eliminating turning waves is perhaps not
straightforward if the eikonal equation is solved to compute
traveltime maps, but in the shortest path method the propaga-
tion direction is explicitly defined (Moser, 1991). The forward
star in the shortest path method (e.g., Moser et al., 1992) can be
designed to search only for downgoing paths (Figure 1). The
wide-angle migration presented in this paper does not con-
sider underside reflections or reflections from steeply dipping
interfaces. Turning waves must therefore be eliminated from
the one-way traveltime calculations from both the shots and
receivers. To illustrate this adjustment I show shortest path
calculations on a grid with large blocks; for other calculations
in this paper I use a finer grid. Traveltimes are propagated
downward from all sources and receivers in the model, and
these one-way traveltime solutions can be summed to con-
struct two-way traveltimes for every source–receiver pair using
reciprocity (Figure 2). I perform the shortest path method cal-
culations in this paper in a velocity model constructed from
the South Island Geophysical Transect (SIGHT) data set, col-
lected in 1996 across the South Island, New Zealand (Davey
et al., 1998; Van Avendonk et al., 1999).

A lack of prior knowledge of the seismic velocity structure
and seismic anisotropy can lead to erroneous traveltime maps
and a degraded migrated image. The white contour in Figure 2

Figure 1. (a) The shortest path method in original form will find
minimum traveltime solutions, which include turning waves.
The traveltime contours, shown every 1.0 s (thick black lines),
are perpendicular to the paths between graph nodes (thin black
lines). (b) It is straightforward to restrict the shortest path cal-
culation to downward propagation, but traveltime contours
and graph paths are not perpendicular in the distal corners
where turning waves have been eliminated.

is the basement depth, which marks a sharp angle in the one-
way traveltime contours caused by the large contrast in seis-
mic velocity. In a straightforward application of the diffraction
stack, two-way traveltime maps are used to convert the seis-
mic traces from traveltime into the image space by stacking
the data along the isochrones. Because of the wide aperture
of a wide-angle experiment, two-way traveltime contours span
large distances in the image space, indicating a high level of
ambiguity in the location of a scattering point. Dip-dependent
stacking weights can focus the depth migration in areas where
isochrones are not too steep, but stacking weights can also ac-
count for the propagation direction of the reflection event. The
one-way traveltime maps can also be used to construct appar-
ent slowness maps in the model; these slowness maps can be
used to further constrain the migrated image.

Consider two shots S1 and S2 that are separated by a small
distance ds (Figure 3). An instrument R records reflections
from an unknown boundary in the model. The geometrical or
minimum traveltime paths bounce from the reflecting interface

Figure 2. The mapping of seismic reflections in the subsurface
relies on accurate traveltime calculations. (a) Downward prop-
agate the traveltimes from the sources and receivers in the seis-
mic velocity model (Van Avendonk et al., 1999). Source and
receiver locations: black triangles. Basement: white contour.
(b) The two-way traveltime map is constructed by summing
the one-way traveltime maps of a source and a receiver. A re-
duction velocity of 6 km/s in is applied (b). The 3.3-s contour
is drawn for comparison with Figures 3 and 4.
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at B1 and B2. The apparent slowness of the seismic arrival at
instrument can be expressed in observed traveltimes and in the
take-off angle α of the reflection event:

u = T(S1, R)− T(S2, R)
ds

= sinα
ν
, (1)

where ν is the intrinsic seismic velocity in the medium and
T(S1, R) and T(S2, R) are the traveltimes from R to S1 and S2,
respectively. Fermat’s principle states that the traveltimes are
stationary with respect to small perturbations in these geomet-
rical raypaths. Therefore, the nongeometrical path S1− B2− R
will give approximately the same traveltime as the geometri-
cal path S1− B1− R, provided that ds is much smaller than the
length of these paths.

Given that T(S1, R) in equation (1) can be approximated by
the traveltime along the nongeometrical path S1− B2− R, the
apparent slowness u can be considered independent of R as
long as ds is relatively small:

u ≈ T(S1, B2)− T(S2, B2)
ds

. (2)

Therefore, I can construct a map of apparent slowness by sub-
tracting the one-way traveltime maps (Figure 2a) of nearby
shots. The spacing ds between neighboring traveltime maps
must be chosen small enough so the near-surface velocity struc-
ture does not vary significantly between the two sources, but a
very small ds also requires very accurate traveltime calculations
to avoid numerical round-off errors in approximation (2). As a
compromise I choose ds= 2 km for the geometry in this study.

In Figure 4 a map of apparent velocity, the reciprocal of u,
is displayed for a pair of surface shots at 181 and 183 km us-
ing approximation (2). The apparent velocity of a reflector in
the subsurface depends solely on its relative position with re-
spect to the surface shots, regardless of its dip. As expected,
the apparent velocity is high beneath the shots, where the rays
emanate nearly vertically from the shots, and the apparent ve-
locity approaches the average material velocity in the crust at
large distances from the shots.

To illustrate how the traveltime and slowness imaging condi-
tions may complement, I superimpose the 3.3-s two-way trav-
eltime contour for the source–receiver pair in Figure 2b on the

Figure 3. Raypaths for wide-angle reflections recorded by re-
ceiver R. The bounce points B1 and B2 give minimum travel-
times for shots S1 and S2, respectively. The minimum travel-
time paths—solid lines; nongeometrical path—dashed line. If
the distance ds between the shots is sufficiently small, paths
through B1 and B2 will produce approximately equal travel-
times between S1 and S2.

apparent velocity map (Figure 4). A seismic sample at 3.3 s
from this source–receiver trace must be projected onto this
contour to satisfy the traveltime condition. If no slowness in-
formation is available, the seismic sample can be stacked along
the traveltime contours with dip-dependent weights. A stack
weight proportional to cos2 θ , where θ is the slope of the trav-
eltime isochrones, acts as a simple dip filter in the migration.
The dip angle θ is small in wide-aperture seismic study, so the
dip-dependent weights will not reduce migration smiles much.
However, the apparent velocity varies along the contour from
near infinity beneath the shot to 6 km/s near the receiver (Fig-
ure 4). The portion of the two-way traveltime contour where
the seismic sample is stacked can be restricted if the instanta-
neous apparent velocity of the data is known.

EXAMPLE OF SLOWNESS WEIGHTING

In a manner similar to (Milkereit, 1987b), I compare the
apparent slowness in image space with the instantaneous slow-
ness measured in wide-angle reflection data by a slant stack
procedure. The data shown in Figure 5a are taken from an
onshore–offshore receiver gather of the SIGHT experiment.
Air-gun shots were fired every 50 m along a line in the Tas-
man Sea with a tuned 8500-in.3 (140-liter) array onboard the
R/V Maurice Ewing. The recording of Figure 5 was made by
an onshore instrument on the South Island at a sample rate of
10 ms. The time axis in this figure is reduced by 6 km/s (i.e.,
a different time delay applied to each trace), such that events
with an apparent velocity of 6 km/s are horizontal and events
that dip downward to the right have an apparent velocity larger
than 6 km/s. The positive seismic amplitudes are shown in gray
and black, but the negative amplitudes have been replaced by
the instantaneous apparent velocity, shown in the same color
scheme as in Figure 4. I define the apparent velocity as the
slope in x− t that produces maximum semblance. I calculated

Figure 4. Apparent velocity map in image space calculated by
subtracting traveltime maps from two nearby shots at 181 and
183 km. Solid black contours are drawn between 2 and 16 km/s
with 2 km/s spacing, and the 3-, 5-, and 7-km/s contours are
dashed. The basement is drawn for reference (gray). The ap-
parent velocity of waves traveling vertically from the shots ap-
proaches infinity. The 3.3-s two-way traveltime contour of Fig-
ure 1b is superimposed to illustrate the variation in apparent
velocity along the isochrones.
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the semblancew (a value between 0 and 1) by a slant stack in a
moving window of 1.2 km by 0.15 s for 25 slownesses between
0.02 and 0.26 s/km. The choice of the size of this window is a
trade-off between two competing interests: Semblance mea-
sured over a smaller window would be more susceptible to
noise, while a considerably larger window would smooth the
apparent slowness too much.

Many coherent events are visible in the wide-angle data, but
for the purpose of testing the slowness weighting I concentrate
on the migration of a midcrustal reflection between 34 and
47 km source–receiver offset (encircled by a heavy dashed
line in Figure 5). The observed wide-angle reflection is caused
by a prominent velocity discontinuity at a depth of 18 km in
the model of Van Avendonk et al. (1999). The event has a
dominant apparent velocity of 7.0 to 8.5 km/s. The traveltimes
and apparent velocities in Figure 5 can be compared directly
with Figures 2 and 4, which use the same receiver location. At
41 km source–receiver offset in Figure 5—the same offset as
in Figure 1b—the wide-angle reflection arrives at 3.3 s (thin

Figure 5. (a) Testing the SWDS on a portion of a receiver gather from the SIGHT project (Davey et al., 1998).
The time axis is reduced by 6 km/s. The positive seismic amplitudes are in gray and black, but the negative
amplitudes are replaced by the instantaneous apparent velocity. The apparent velocity displayed here produced
the maximum semblance in a local slant stack. The seismic reflection arriving at 41 km source–receiver offset
(thin dashed line) at 3.3 s is migrated using the traveltime and slowness maps of Figures 2 and 4. (b) The velocity
model used in this paper was constructed by traveltime tomography (Van Avendonk et al., 1999).

dashed line), and it has an apparent velocity of ∼7.2 km/s.
The apparent velocity map shows that this apparent velocity
is attained only in a fairly narrow portion of∼10 km along the
3.3-s isochrone (Figure 4).

In the slowness-weighted stack, I apply a weight proportional
tow(u)2 cos2 θ , wherew(u) is the semblance of the seismic data
in a slant stack, with slowness u taken from the apparent ve-
locity map of Figure 4. By including directivity in the stacking
procedure, smearing along the isochrones is reduced, which
results in a sharper reflectivity image. To demonstrate this al-
gorithm, I migrate the midcrustal event in the receiver gather
of Figure 4a with and without slowness weighting. A stack with
weights that only depend on isochrone dip θ (Figure 6a) shows
a few streaks reminiscent of the shape of the two-way trav-
eltime contours, but the amplitude of the migrated reflection
is highest where it intersects the prominent boundary in the
velocity model of Van Avendonk et al. (1999) (Figure 5b).

The traveltimes of Figure 2 are calculated in a model where
this velocity discontinuity was removed, and the coincidence
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of the reflectivity structure of Figure 6a with the velocity
discontinuity shows the two-way traveltimes are well predicted
by the model. It is not desirable to migrate the wide-angle
data directly in a seismic velocity model that has large velocity
discontinuities because the traveltime maps then become too
dependent on the seismic discontinuities that the migration
is supposed to illuminate. In Figure 5b slowness weighting is
added to the diffraction stack. The SWDS (Figure 6b) produces
a higher stack amplitude at the velocity discontinuity than the
migration result of Figure 6a.

By stacking data from one receiver gather, we obtain a sin-
glefold stack over a limited distance in model space (Figure 6).
Summing the migrated images of neighboring receiver gathers
results in a more continuous image of the reflecting boundary
(Figure 7). The seven receiver gathers individually produce im-
ages of variable quality, but the stack of all these gathers gives a
much better picture where these singlefold images overlap. Mi-
gration smiles from different gathers do not stack coherently,
so the relative amplitude of the imaged velocity discontinu-
ity increases by adding images from several receiver gathers.
However, a small left-dipping feature at∼207 km just above the
velocity discontinuity is also enhanced by summing migrated
receiver gathers. This event cannot be considered an artifact,
given that it appears in the same location in most migrated re-
ceiver gathers. More likely, the reflection is caused by a dipping
fault.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

I have outlined a method for prestack depth migration of
wide-angle reflections using detailed seismic velocity informa-
tion. The method uses both the traveltime and the apparent
slowness or dip of observed reflections to migrate them in a
seismic velocity model. The calculation of apparent velocities,
which are related to take-off angles, requires dense trace spac-

Figure 6. Migration of the reflection highlighted in Figure 5a
with (a) a conventional diffractions stack and (b) the SWDS
method. Only the positive amplitudes of the reflectivity are
shown. Both methods image the reflection at a prominent ve-
locity contrast in the model, but the SWDS (b) produces a more
focused image.

ing. For seismic waves with a dominant frequency of ∼10 Hz
(Figure 5), a trace spacing of 150 m would be sufficient to avoid
aliasing an arrival with an apparent velocity as low as 3 km/s.
As can be seen in Figure 4, most wide-angle reflections have
apparent velocities between 5 and 10 km/s. Given the good S/N
levels, apparent velocities can be measured with high accuracy
in marine seismic data, and the shot spacing (50 m in our study)
is small enough to avoid aliasing the waves in a receiver gather.
In a very dense receiver array such as an ocean-bottom cable,
it might even be possible to measure the apparent velocity of
an incoming wave in a shot gather.

The addition of slowness weighting helps to better focus
seismic reflections (Figure 6) by summing seismic data over a
smaller portion of the isochrones in image space. The wavepath
migration (Sun and Schuster, 2001) similarly attempts to re-
strict the Kirchhoff migration to a Fresnel zone portion of the
isochrones. These algorithms can be successful, provided that
measurements of apparent slowness or take-off angle are reli-
able. Other methods that have been used to improve the sharp-
ness of wide-angle migrations are depth focusing (Yilmaz and
Chambers, 1984) and residual moveout correction (Lafond and
Levander, 1993, 1995). These two approaches do not neces-
sarily require an accurate velocity model, but they are com-
putationally more intensive. The diffraction stack has been
used previously to perform amplitude-preserving migrations
(Schleicher et al., 1993; Tygel et al., 1993; Hubral et al., 1996).
The slowness weighting presented in this paper may help re-
duce migration smiles, but the SWDS does not preserve re-
flection amplitude because of the scaling of stack weights with
data semblance. An additional practical difficulty with preserv-
ing amplitudes in wide-angle migrations would be to account
for variations in ground coupling between instruments.

Wide-angle migration has great potential for present and fu-
ture crustal-scale seismic experiments because the large num-
ber of instruments required to record sufficiently dense data
sets (Zelt et al., 1998) has become available in recent years.
Such data sets (e.g., Davey et al., 1998) also enable us to con-
strain the detailed seismic velocity structure using reflection
tomography (Hole, 1992; Zelt and Smith, 1992; Van Avendonk
et al., 2001). An accurate seismic velocity model is necessary
to focus deep seismic reflections. Migration schemes that em-
ploy accurate ray tracing can successfully image the reflectivity
structure in complex geological settings.

Various seismic refractions, reflections, and reverberations
are visible in the data shown in Figure 4. By summing seismic
energy along isochrones, we assume a single-scattering approx-
imation. For successful application of my algorithm, I must fil-
ter or mute out turning waves and multiple reflections. Most
of the seismic arrivals with an apparent velocity of less than
6 km/s in Figure 4 are turning waves or the reverberations fol-
lowing refractions. In practice, it is not difficult to selectively
migrate portions of the data that are dominated by wide-angle
reflections, and the migration of turning waves can therefore
be avoided.

As noted by Zelt et al. (1998), reflecting boundaries in the
earth’s crust can be imaged continuously if the receiver spacing
is ∼2 km. With the SWDS I have imaged a midcrustal reflect-
ing boundary that was previously modeled in a tomographic
inversion (Van Avendonk et al., 1999), but the wide-angle mi-
gration also revealed a smaller dipping structure that appeared
consistently on a few migrated receiver gathers.
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Figure 7. The SWDS method is applied to seven individual receiver gathers, summed in the lower-right image. The
full image shows a continuous reflection from the velocity discontinuity modeled by Van Avendonk et al. (1999).
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